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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and apparatus for providing network acceSS 
control by manipulating a domain name System includes 
receiving, from a Source, a request for an address which 
corresponds to a host name. A check is made as to whether 
a requestor corresponding to the request is allowed to access 
a host System corresponding to the host name. If the 
requestor is not allowed to access the host System corre 
sponding to the host name, then an indication is provided to 
the Source of the request that the address which corresponds 
to the host name cannot be located. 

25 Claims, 7 Drawing Sheets 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
PROVIDING NETWORKACCESS CONTROL 

USING A DOMAN NAME SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present invention pertains to network access man 
agement. More particularly, this invention relates to con 
trolling access to a network by manipulating a domain name 
System. 

2. Background 
Computer Systems are increasingly becoming common 

place in homes and businesses throughout the World. AS the 
number of computer Systems has increased, more and more 
computer Systems are becoming interconnected via net 
works. These networks include local area networks (LANs), 
Such as are commonly found in businesses and educational 
facilities throughout the World, as well as Some homes. 
Computer Systems coupled to a LAN are also frequently 
coupled to other computer Systems, Such as a wide area 
network (WAN) or via the Internet. 

Communication between two computer Systems coupled 
together via one or more networks is typically performed 
using a client-Server relationship wherein a Software appli 
cation running on one System, referred to as the client, 
requests information from a Server application running on 
another System. The client and Server Systems communicate 
with one another over the network to satisfy the clients 
request. The computer System running the Server application 
often runs Several Server applications and is typically 
referred to as a “server host” or simply as “the host system”. 
One problem which arises in networked system is that of 

controlling access to the host Systems. Network administra 
tors frequently want to limit individuals’ abilities to acceSS 
various host Systems. For example, a parent may want to 
prevent his or her children from accessing host Systems 
Storing content unsuitable for children. By way of another 
example, an employer may want to prevent employees from 
accessing particular host Systems using the employer's 
equipment. 

Typical access control programs perform acceSS manage 
ment at the client System. This can be a problem in that the 
data for inaccessible Sites is also Stored at the client System, 
and thus is more easily accessible to the client System users. 
Thus, it would be beneficial to provide a more secure way 
to control access to host Systems on the network. 

Additionally, typical access control programs indicate to 
the user that, due to the acceSS management Settings, the user 
is prevented from accessing the desired host System. This 
can be a problem in that it alerts the user to a particular site 
he or She is not Supposed to access. Thus, it would be 
beneficial to provide a more Subtle way to control access to 
host Systems on the network. 

Thus, a need exists for an improved way to control 
network accesses. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A method and apparatus for providing network acceSS 
control by manipulating a domain name System is described 
herein. The method includes the Steps of receiving, from a 
Source, a request for an address which corresponds to a host 
name. A check is then made as to whether a requestor 
corresponding to the request is allowed to access a host 
System corresponding to the host name. If the requestor is 
not allowed to access the host System corresponding to the 
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2 
host name, then an indication is provided to the Source of the 
request that the address which corresponds to the host name 
cannot be located. 

According to one embodiment, the present invention also 
checks the address which corresponds to the host name, and 
then checks whether the requester is allowed to access the 
host System corresponding to the address. If the requester is 
not allowed to access the host System corresponding to the 
address, then an indication is provided to the Source of the 
request that the address which corresponds to the identifier 
cannot be located. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The present invention is illustrated by way of example 
and not limitation in the figures of the accompanying 
drawings, in which like references indicate Similar elements 
and in which: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a network environ 
ment in which the present invention may be practiced; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a network System in 
which one embodiment of the present invention is practiced; 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a DNS proxy in 
more detail according to one embodiment of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an access manage 
ment database according to one embodiment of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating the steps followed in 
carrying out the access management of the present inven 
tion; 

FIG. 6 illustrates a hardware system or machine on which 
one embodiment of the present invention can be practiced; 
and 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a device on which 
one embodiment of the present invention is implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In the following detailed description numerous specific 
details are Set forth in order to provide a thorough under 
standing of the present invention. However, it will be 
understood by those skilled in the art that the present 
invention may be practiced without these specific details. In 
other instances well known methods, procedures, 
components, and circuits have not been described in detail 
So as not to obscure the present invention. 

In alternative embodiments, the present invention may be 
applicable to implementations of the invention in integrated 
circuits or chip Sets, wireleSS implementations, Switching 
Systems products and transmission Systems products. For 
purposes of this application, the terms Switching,Systems 
products shall be taken to mean private branch exchanges 
(PBXs), central office switching systems that interconnect 
Subscribers, toll/tandem Switching Systems for interconnect 
ing trunks between Switching centers, and broadband core 
Switches found at the center of a Service provider's network 
that may be fed by broadband edge Switches or access 
multiplexors, and associated Signaling, and Support Systems 
and Services. The term transmission Systems products shall 
be taken to mean products used by Service providers to 
provide interconnection between their subscribers and their 
networkS Such as loop Systems, and which provide 
multiplexing, aggregation and transport between a Service 
provider's Switching Systems acroSS the wide area, and 
asSociated Signaling and Support Systems and Services. 
Some portions of the detailed descriptions which follow 

are presented in terms of algorithms and Symbolic repre 
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Sentations of operations on data bits within a computer 
memory. These algorithmic descriptions and representations 
are the means used by those skilled in the data processing 
arts to most effectively convey the substance of their work 
to otherS Skilled in the art. An algorithm is here, and 
generally, conceived to be a Self-consistent Sequence of steps 
leading to a desired result. The Steps are those requiring 
physical manipulations of physical quantities. Usually, 
though not necessarily, these quantities take the form of 
electrical or magnetic Signals capable of being Stored, 
transferred, combined, compared, and otherwise manipu 
lated. It has proven convenient at times, principally for 
reasons of common usage, to refer to these signals as bits, 
values, elements, Symbols, characters, terms, numbers, or 
the like. It should be borne in mind, however, that all of these 
and Similar terms are to be associated with the appropriate 
physical quantities and are merely convenient labels applied 
to these quantities. Unless Specifically Stated otherwise as 
apparent from the following discussions, it is appreciated 
that throughout the present invention, discussions utilizing 
terms Such as “processing or “computing or "calculating 
or “determining” or “displaying or the like, refer to the 
action and processes of a computer System, or Similar 
electronic computing device, that manipulates and trans 
forms data represented as physical (electronic) quantities 
within the computer System's registers and memories into 
other data Similarly represented as physical quantities within 
the computer System memories or registers or other Such 
information Storage, transmission or display devices. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a network environ 
ment in which the present invention may be practiced. AS 
illustrated, network environment 100 includes multiple (N) 
client systems 110 and multiple (M) host systems 120. 
Network environment 100 also includes multiple (X) inter 
net service providers (ISPs) 130 and the Internet 140. Each 
client System 110 can be any of a wide range of computing 
devices which provide a user with the ability to access the 
internet 140. Examples of systems 110 include general 
purpose computers and Internet "appliance' devices, Such as 
a WebTVTM internet Terminal available from Sony Elec 
tronics Inc. of Park Ridge, N.J. or Philips Consumer Elec 
tronics Company of Knoxville, Tenn. 
As illustrated, each client system 110 can be either 

directly coupled to an ISP 130 or can be coupled to an ISP 
130 via an additional network. For example, multiple client 
Systems 110 may be coupled together in a local area network 
(LAN), illustrated as network 150, and access an ISP130 via 
the LAN 150. 

Each ISP 130 is typically a computer system having 
multiple communication lines for accessing both the client 
systems 110 and the Internet 140 and optionally having a 
large amount of Storage space (typically on the order of 
hundreds of gigabytes or terabytes). Additionally, some ISPs 
130 also cache data received from host systems 120. The 
data that is cached may be the result of an acceSS initiated by 
a user of a client system 110, or may be the result of a 
self-initiated access by the ISP 130. If a request for access 
to a host system 120 is received by an ISP 130 and the ISP 
130 has the requested data from the host system stored in its 
cache, then the ISP may directly return the requested data to 
the client System rather than forwarding the request to the 
targeted host System. 

Each host System 120 is also typically a computer System 
which can be accessed by the client systems 110. The host 
systems 120 provide services to client systems 110 running 
Software that takes advantage of, or otherwise uses, these 
Services. According to one implementation, each host Sys 
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4 
tem 120 includes one or more HyperTextMarkup Language 
(HTML) compatible web pages which can be accessed via 
the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and displayed by 
an HTML compatible Internet browser running on a client 
System 110. According to another implementation, each host 
system 120 includes one or more files which can be accessed 
via the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) by an FTP compatible 
Internet browser running on a client system 110. 
The Internet 140 is a combination of multiple conven 

tional hardware components, including computer Systems, 
routers, repeaters, gateways, and communications links 
Spread throughout the World. These hardware components 
are organized hierarchically to provide multiple logical 
levels of networks. The hardware components of Internet 
140 interact to route data from one computer System to 
another. According to one implementation, data is trans 
ferred between computer Systems using the well-known 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) 
protocol. The data is typically transferred in units referred to 
as "packets'. Typically, each packet includes data, a Source 
address identifying the System which initiated the packet and 
a target address identifying the System to which the packet 
is to be sent. Additional control information, Such as a 
checksum, may also be included in the packet. The number 
of bytes of data contained within a packet is dependent on 
the network protocol being used. 
A client system 110 accesses a host system 120 by 

providing an Internet Protocol (IP) address of the host 
system 120. According to one implementation, the IP 
address is a 32 bit number in the format of four numbers 
Separated by three periods, shown generically as 
“XXX.yyy.ZZZ.nnn'. Each of the four numbers can range from 
0 to 255. However, it is to be appreciated that other IP 
addressing formats can be used as well. 
A domain name system (DNS) has been developed which 

maps particular host names to IP addresses, allowing users 
to identify host Systems in a more user-friendly manner. 
These host names are typically in the form of two or three 
words or phrases Separated by periods and are much easier 
for individuals to use. Examples of Such host names include 
“www.baynetworks.com” and “www.uspto.gov. Although 
communication between client and host Systems over the 
Internet uses the IP addresses, users can interface with their 
network Software applications, Such as Internet browsers, 
using the host names. 

During operation, a user of a client System 110 inputs a 
uniform resource locator (URL) containing a host name to 
the Internet browser at the client System. In order to access 
the host system 120 targeted by the URL, the browser 
attempts to identify the IP address mapped to the host name 
embedded in the URL. The browser extracts the host name 
from the URL in a conventional manner and sends a DNS 
query to a DNS server 160 via the ISP 130 requesting the IP 
addresses for the host name. It is to be appreciated that there 
may be many IP addresses assigned for a single host name. 
An additional DNS proxy may also be situated between the 
client systems 110 and ISPs 130, as discussed in more detail 
below. Each DNS server 160 stores a mapping of host names 
to IP addresses. When a DNS server 160 receives a DNS 
query, it Searches for a mapping and, if found, responds with 
the corresponding address(es). If not found, it forwards the 
query to an additional DNS name server(s) 160. Note that, 
given the infinite number of host names, no one DNS server 
160 stores all mappings. 
When a DNS name server 160 which is aware of the IP 

address for the queried host name returns the IP address to 
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the Internet browser, the browser is then able to access the 
host system targeted by the URL. However, if none of the 
accessed DNS name servers 160 are aware of the IP address 
for the queried host name, then a “name error” message is 
returned to the browser indicating that the requested host 
name could not be located. 

The communication links illustrated in FIG.1 may be any 
of a wide range of conventional communication media, and 
may be different for different systems 110, host systems 120, 
and ISPs 130. For example, a communication link may be a 
cable, a fiber-optic cable, or may represent a nonphysical 
medium transmitting electromagnetic Signals in the electro 
magnetic Spectrum. Additionally, a communication link may 
also include any number of conventional routing or repeat 
ing devices, Such as Satellites or electromagnetic Signal 
repeaterS. 

It is to be appreciated that although the client systems 110 
and host systems 120 are illustrated as being different 
machines, a Single hardware System may be both a client 
System and a host System. If the hardware System is initi 
ating an access for information to another System then the 
hardware System is referred to as a client System. However, 
if the hardware System is being accessed by another System 
to obtain information from the hardware system then the 
hardware System is referred to as a host System. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a network System in 
which one embodiment of the present invention is practiced. 
In the network system 200 multiple (Y) client systems 210, 
220, and 230 are coupled to a network 240. In the illustrated 
embodiment network 240 is a local area network (LAN) of 
any of a wide variety of physical types, Such as an Ethernet 
or Token Ring network. Network 240 Supports and conforms 
to a wide variety of conventional networking protocols and 
environments, such as Windows networking (used by Win 
dows 95TM, Windows NTTM, as well as other systems), or 
Novell Netware networking protocols. 

The network system 200 also includes a gateway 250. The 
gateway 250 provides an interface between the network 240 
and the Internet. Requests from one of the client Systems 
210, 220 and 230 are received by the gateway 250 in 
accordance with the protocol of the network 240. The 
gateway 250 then forwards the requests to the Internet, 
either directly or via an ISP, making any necessary conver 
Sions So that the requests conform to the proper protocol 
(e.g., the HTTP or FTP protocols). Similarly, data from 
another System on the Internet which targets one of the client 
systems 210, 220 or 230 is received by the gateway 250 and 
forwarded to the appropriate client system 210, 220 or 230 
using the protocol of the network 240. In one 
implementation, the gateway 250 is an Instant Internet TM 
device available from Bay Networks Inc. of Santa Clara, 
Calif. 

The gateway 250 may also include a DNS proxy 260. The 
DNS proxy 260 manages DNS queries from Internet brows 
ers executing on client systems 210, 220, and 230. As used 
herein, the client System originating a DNS query is referred 
to as the source of that DNS query. The DNS proxy 260 
includes a local cache 265 for temporarily Storing address to 
identifier mappings. In the illustrated embodiment, the 
addresses are IP address and the identifiers are host names. 
The DNS proxy 260 operates as a reduced-feature DNS 
name server. The DNS proxy maintains a smaller local 
memory (cache 265) and does not provide long-term Storage 
of host name to IP address mappings. Additionally, the DNS 
proxy 260 does not maintain a record of “authority” infor 
mation for any host name to IP address mappings. Thus, if 
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6 
an authority for a particular host name to IP address mapping 
is required, DNS proxy 260 obtains it from an authority 
DNS name server on the Internet. The local cache 265 is 
typically on the order of 100 Kbytes to 16 Megabytes of 
Storage Space as opposed to the larger Storage Spaces, on the 
order of hundreds of megabytes or gigabytes, used by the 
DNS name servers. In alternate embodiments, the DNS 
proxy 260 can be a fully functional DNS name server, 
including permanent mapping tables and authority informa 
tion. 

Upon receipt of a DNS query from a network application 
over the network 240, the DNS proxy 260 checks its local 
cache 265 to determine whether it has cached the requested 
IP address to host name mapping. If the local cache 265 
includes the requested IP address to host name mapping, 
then the IP address is returned to the Source of the DNS 
query, and thus the network application, Subject to the access 
management controls discussed below. 

However, if the local cache 265 does not have the 
requested IP address to host name mapping, then the DNS 
query is forwarded by the DNS proxy 260 to one or more 
other DNS name servers on the Internet. In accordance with 
the DNS protocol, the query may be forwarded to various 
other DNS name servers on the Internet until a DNS name 
Server which Stores the appropriate IP address to host name 
mapping is accessed. The DNS name Server which Stores the 
mapping then sends a message via the Internet to the DNS 
proxy 260 identifying the IP address. The DNS proxy 260 in 
turn forwards the IP address to the requesting Internet 
browser, Subject to the acceSS management controls dis 
cussed below. In one embodiment, the DNS proxy 260 also 
Stores the IP address to host name mapping in its temporary 
local cache 265. The use of the DNS protocol and the DNS 
name Servers distributed acroSS the Internet is well-known to 
those skilled in the art and thus will not be discussed further 
except as it pertains to the present invention. 

According to one embodiment of the present invention, 
the DNS proxy 260 acts as a “resolver” for DNS queries. 
The DNS proxy 260 sends out DNS queries of its own over 
the Internet to one or more DNS name servers. AS is known 
to those skilled in the art, a DNS name server may return a 
“referral” to another DNS name server rather than an actual 
IP address. In such situations, the DNS proxy 260 subse 
quently issues an additional DNS query to the DNS name 
server to which it is referred. This referral process continues 
until either an IP address is received, no more referrals are 
received, or the proxy 260 times out. Typical “time out” 
values range from one or two Seconds to twenty or thirty 
Seconds, although alternate embodiments can use different 
values. Additionally, it should also be noted that most DNS 
name servers are “recursive'. A recursive DNS name server 
takes over responsibility for locating the IP address once the 
DNS query is received. Thus, a recursive DNS name server 
accessed by the DNS proxy 260 will Subsequently access the 
“referred to' DNS name servers rather than the DNS proxy 
260. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a DNS proxy in 
more detail according to one embodiment of the present 
invention. As illustrated, the DNS proxy 260 includes DNS 
control logic 305, access management logic 310, and access 
management database 315. Additionally, DNS proxy 260 
includes the local cache 265, including address identification 
logic 320 and address database 325. 
DNS queries received by the gateway 250 of FIG. 2 are 

handled by the DNS proxy 260. Upon receipt of a DNS 
query, DNS control logic 305 forwards the received host 
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name as well as an indicator of the requestor to acceSS 
management logic 310 to check whether the requestor is 
allowed to access the host name. DNS control logic 305 also 
forwards the received host name to address identification 
logic 320 to check whether the local cache 265 stores the 
host name to 1P address mapping. It is to be appreciated that 
access management logic 310 and address identification 
logic 320 can perform their respective-functions 
concurrently, or one Subsequent to the other. 

AcceSS management logic 310 checks the acceSS man 
agement database 315 to determine whether the requestor is 
allowed to access the host system identified by the received 
host name. AS discussed in more detail below, a “requester' 
can be either a particular user or a particular client System. 
Based on this checking, the access management logic 310 
returns an indication to the DNS control logic 305 whether 
the requestor is allowed to access the host System identified 
by the received host name. In the illustrated embodiment, 
access management database 315 maintains a record of 
those Sites which a requestor is restricted from accessing. In 
alternate embodiments, access management database 315 
maintains a record of only those host Systems which are 
accessible; any host System not in the record is not acces 
Sible to the user. These accessible Systems can be in place of 
or alternatively in addition to the restrictions. 
Most DNS queries will result in a successful mapping to 

an IP address. Upon receipt of such an IP address, whether 
it be from address identification logic 320 or another DNS 
name server, DNS control logic forwards the IP address to 
the access management logic 310. The acceSS management 
logic 310 then checks whether the requester is allowed to 
access the host system identified by the received IP address. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an access manage 
ment database according to one embodiment of the present 
invention. In the embodiment of FIG. 4, acceSS management 
database 315 is implemented as a table 400. As illustrated, 
table 400 includes a user identification section 406, an 
address identification section 408, and an access section 410. 
In the embodiment of FIG. 4, the requestor information is 
Separated into two Sections: a “user Section and “address' 
section. The user identification section 406 indicates par 
ticular users from which DNS queries may be received by 
the DNS proxy 260 of FIG. 2. The users may be listed 
individually or in groups of one or more individuals. The 
address identification section 408 indicates particular client 
system addresses from which DNS queries may be received 
by the DNS proxy 260. The addresses may be listed indi 
vidually or in groups of one or more individuals. 
A requestor can be a particular client System, Such as 

client system 220 of FIG. 2, without regard for the user of 
the client System. According to one embodiment, address 
identification section 408 indicates the network addresses of 
the particular client System requestors. The network address 
of a particular client System making a DNS query is pro 
vided to the DNS proxy 260 as part of the DNS query. 

Additionally, a requester can be a particular user without 
regard for which client System is being used. According to 
one embodiment, user identification section 406 indicates 
the user identifications of the various users of the network 
240. The exact format of these user identifications is depen 
dent on the naming conventions of the networking Software 
used on the LAN. The user identification of a particular 
client system making a DNS query can be obtained by the 
DNS proxy 260 in any of a wide variety of manners, and 
may be dependent in part on the protocol being used by the 
network 240. According to one implementation, the user 
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8 
identification is provided to the DNS proxy 260 as part of the 
DNS query. In another implementation, DNS proxy 260 
maintains a static mapping (not shown) of Specific client 
System addresses to users, with the client System providing 
its address as part of the DNS query. In another 
implementation, DNS proxy 260, in response to a DNS 
query, obtains the user identification by Sending a request to 
the client system issuing the DNS query as to the identifi 
cation of the user currently logged into the client System. An 
application (not shown) on the client System then forwards 
the user identification to the DNS proxy 260. 
The access section 410 provides a list of host names 

and/or IP addresses for each requestor indicated in user 
identification section 406 or address identification section 
408. Additionally, an indication is provided as to whether the 
requester is allowed access to the host names and/or IP 
addresses. According to the illustrated implementation, 
either "allowed' or “not allowed' follows each host name 
and IP address to provide this indication. 

Three sample entries in the table 400 are illustrated in 
FIG. 4. The first is for a particular user, Joe Smith 412, the 
Second is for a particular network address, address 
“206.210.192.1416, and the third is for a particular group, 
all 420. As illustrated by restriction 414, the user with the 
identification Joe Smith is not allowed to access the host 
system with the host name of www.baynetworks.com or the 
IP address of 134.23.7.142. This restriction 414 is tied to the 
particular user with the identification of Joe Smith without 
regard for what client System that user may be using. 
Similarly, restriction 418 indicates that the client system 
with the network address of "206.210.192.1” is not allowed 
to access the host System with the host name of WWW 
.baynetworks.com. This restriction 418 is tied to the par 
ticular client System without regard for what user is using the 
client system or logged onto the network 240 via that client 
System. Similarly, restriction 422 indicates that the group of 
all users on the network 240 are not allowed to access the 
host system with the IP address of 116.9.182.12. This 
restriction 422 applies to all requests from the network 240 
regardless of which user or which client System originated 
the request. 
The data for restriction section 410 can be stored in table 

400 by access management logic 310 of FIG. 3 in any of a 
wide variety of conventional manners. According to one 
embodiment, an additional application (not shown) execut 
ing on a client system 210, 220, or 230, or alternatively on 
gateway 250, provides an administrative user with access to 
table 410. The user can be presented with, for example, a 
graphical user interface (GUI) to allow the user to add, 
modify, and delete restrictions. The user is able to insert 
particular IP addresses or host names, or Select from a 
predefined list, restricted IP addresses or host names for 
particular requestors or groups or requesters. Alternatively, 
IP addresses or host names could be automatically inserted 
to table 410 for particular requestors or groups of requestors 
by acceSS management logic 310. Restriction information 
for Such automatic insertion could be obtained, for example, 
from various host Systems on the Internet or additional 
Storage media (e.g., diskettes) which can be obtained by the 
USC. 

According to one embodiment of the present invention, 
host names and IP addresses in access section 410 may 
include “wildcards” (patterns matching one or more 
entities). The use of wildcards allows ranges of host Systems 
to be included or excluded from access. By way of example, 
an asterisk (*) can be used to indicate multiple characters 
and a question mark (?) can be used to indicate a single 
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character. Thus, for example, “*.baynetwork*.*” could be 
one restriction, while “134.23.7.1'22' could be another 
restriction. 

Additional restrictions can also be imposed according to 
alternate embodiments of the present invention. By way of 
example, timing restrictions can be implemented in acceSS 
management database 315 to restrict acceSS on a per time 
period basis. 

For ease of explanation, access management database 315 
has been illustrated as a table in FIG. 4. However, it is to be 
appreciated that the data structure(s) used to maintain the 
information of database 315 may vary. For example, Sepa 
rate cross-referenced lists for the user identifications, 
address identifications, and access information can be main 
tained. Alternate embodiments can use any of a wide variety 
of conventional data Structures to maintain the information 
of database 315. 

Returning to FIG. 3, the address identification logic 320 
checks whether a host name received from the DNS control 
logic 305 is stored in the address database 325. The address 
identification logic 320 compares the received host name to 
each of the host names stored in the address database 325. 
If a match is found, then the corresponding IP address (that 
is, the IP address that maps to the host name) is returned to 
the DNS control logic 305. If a match is not found, then a 
“not found” indication is returned to the DNS control logic 
305. 

If the address identification logic 320 indicates that a 
match is not found, then the DNS control logic 305 forwards 
the DNS query to a DNS name server coupled to the 
Internet. According to one embodiment, the DNS control 
logic 305 includes a predetermined IP address of a particular 
DNS name server to which DNS queries are to be sent. 

Typically, most DNS queries result in the successful 
identification of a corresponding IP address. AS discussed 
above, this IP address, regardless of its Source, is provided 
to the acceSS management logic 310 to check whether the 
user is allowed to access the identified host System. If the 
user is allowed to access the identified host System, then the 
IP address is returned to the Internet browserHowever, 

However, if the user is not allowed to access the identified 
host System, regardless of whether the access is denied based 
on a restriction identifying a host name or a restriction 
identifying a particular IP address, then the DNS control 
logic returns a “name error” message to the network appli 
cation that originated the request. The “name error” message 
indicates to the network application that originated the 
request that the address that corresponds to the host name 
cannot be resolved (i.e., the address cannot be located by the 
DNS name server(s)). A received IP address, if any, is either 
stored in local cache 265 by the DNS control logic 305, or 
alternatively is simply discarded. 

According to one alternate embodiment of the present 
invention, Specific user identifications and/or client Systems 
are not tracked. Rather, the entire network has restricted 
accessibility to particular host Systems (e.g., corresponding 
to identifying the group all 420 above). In this alternate 
embodiment, the DNS control logic 305 need not concern 
itself with the identity of the requestor, as all requesters are 
treated equally. 

In another alternate embodiment of the present invention, 
requester access is limited by a rating System rather than the 
identification of Specific host Systems. In this alternate 
embodiment, a host System rating is compared to a rating 
access level allowed to the requester. If a host System is not 
within the rating-access level of the requester then the 
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10 
requestor is not allowed to access the host System. The host 
System ratings can be received from any of a wide variety of 
Sources, Such as being pre-programmed into the access 
management database 315 or alternatively received from the 
host Systems themselves. 

According to one embodiment of the present invention, 
the DNS control logic 305, the access management logic 
310, and the address identification logic 320 are imple 
mented in Software. In this embodiment, Software instruc 
tions to carry out the processes of logics 305, 310, and 320 
are Stored in a System memory (not shown) of the gateway 
250 of FIG. 2 and executed by a processor (not shown) of 
the gateway 250. According to one alternate embodiment of 
the present invention, the logics 305, 310, and 320 are 
implemented in firmware (not shown), such as a ROM or 
Flash memory of the gateway 250. According to another 
alternate embodiment of the present invention, the logics 
305,310, and 320 are implemented in hardware (not shown), 
Such as an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) of 
the gateway 250. 

FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating the steps followed in 
carrying out the access management of the present inven 
tion. According to one embodiment of the present invention, 
the steps of FIG. 5 are carried out by the DNS control logic 
305, the access management logic 310, and the address 
identification logic 320 of FIG. 3. However, in alternate 
embodiments the present invention can be implemented in 
any one or more of the DNS name server(s) on the Internet. 
The DNS control logic receives a DNS query, including 

a host name, step 505. The host name is forwarded to the 
access management logic which checks whether the 
requestor is allowed to access the host System corresponding 
to the host name, step 510. These restrictions for access 
control can be individual-specific, client System-specific, or 
group-specific, as discussed above. If the requestor is not 
allowed to access the host System corresponding to the host 
name then the DNS control logic returns a “name error” 
message to the source of the DNS query, step 515. 

However, if the user is allowed to access the host name, 
then the DNS control logic checks whether an IP address 
corresponding to the received host name can be located, Step 
520. As discussed above, this locating may be performed 
locally by the address identification logic, or alternatively 
may be performed by a DNS name server coupled to the 
Internet. If no corresponding IP address can be located, then 
the DNS control logic returns a “name error” message to the 
Source, step 515. 

If, however, an IP address corresponding to the received 
host name can be located, then the DNS control logic 
forwards the IP address to the acceSS management logic to 
check whether the user is allowed to access the IP address, 
step 525. If the user is not allowed to access the IP address, 
then the DNS control logic returns a “name error” message 
to the source, step 515. However, if the user is allowed to 
access the IP address, then the DNS control logic returns the 
IP address to the source, step 530. 

In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 5, the DNS control 
logic checks both host names and IP addresses against user 
restrictions to determine whether access to the desired host 
System is allowed. In one alternate embodiment, only host 
names are checked and IP addresses are not checked. In 
another alternate embodiment, only IP addresses are 
checked and host names are not checked. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a hardware system or machine on which 
one embodiment of the present invention can be practiced. 
In one embodiment, the gateway 250 illustrated in FIG. 2 is 
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a hardware system 600 of FIG. 6. In the illustrated 
embodiment, hardware system 600 includes processor 602 
and cache memory 604 coupled to each other as shown. 
Additionally, hardware system 600 includes high perfor 
mance input/output (I/O) bus 606 and standard I/O bus 608. 
Host bridge 610 couples processor 602 to high performance 
I/O bus 606, whereas 110 bus bridge 612 couples the two 
buses 606 and 608 to each other. Network/communication 
interface 616 and system memory 614 are coupled to high 
performance 110 bus 606, and additional I/O ports 618 are 
coupled to 110 bus 608. 110 ports 626 are one or more serial 
and/or parallel communication ports used to provide com 
munication between additional peripheral devices which 
may be coupled to hardware system 600. Collectively, these 
elements are intended to represent a broad category of 
hardware Systems, including but not limited to the Instant 
InternetTM device available from Bay Networks of Santa 
Clara, Calif., or general purpose computer Systems based on 
processors available from Intel Corporation of Santa Clara, 
Calif., from Advance Micro Devices (AMD) of Sunnyvale, 
Calif., from National Semiconductor of Sunnyvale, Calif., or 
from Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) of Maynard, 
Mass. 

These elements 602–618 perform their conventional func 
tions known in the art. In particular, network/ 
communication interface 616 is used to provide communi 
cation between system 600 and any of a wide range of 
conventional networks, Such as an Ethernet, token ring, the 
Internet, etc. It is to be appreciated that the circuitry of 
interface 616 is dependent on the type of network the system 
600 is being coupled to. In one implementation, hardware 
system 600 is coupled to network 240 of FIG. 2 via 
network/communication interface 616. One or more addi 
tional network/communication interfaces (not shown) may 
also be coupled to high performance I/O bus 606 or standard 
I/O bus 608 for communicating with another network, such 
as the Internet. 

According to one embodiment of the present invention, a 
nonvolatile memory (not shown), such as a ROM or Flash 
memory, is also coupled to I/O bus 606 or I/O bus 608 to 
provide permanent Storage for data and programming 
instructions to perform the above described functions of 
access management control and IP address identification of 
FIGS. 3 and 5, whereas system memory 614 is used to 
provide temporary Storage for the data and programming 
instructions when executed by processor 602. According to 
an alternate embodiment of the present invention, a non 
volatile memory (not shown), such as a ROM or Flash 
memory, is also coupled to I/O bus 606 or I/O bus 608 to 
provide permanent Storage for data and programming 
instructions which enable the hardware system 600 to 
receive additional data and programming instructions from 
another network device (such as a client system 210, 220, or 
230 of FIG. 2) via interface 616 and store the data and 
instructions in the system memory 614. In this alternate 
embodiment, these additional data and programming 
instructions are used by processor 602 to perform the above 
described functions of access management control and IP 
address identification of FIGS. 3 and 5. 

It is to be appreciated that various components of hard 
ware System 600 may be re-arranged. For example, cache 
604 may be on-chip with processor 602. Alternatively, cache 
604 and processor 602 may be packaged together as a 
“processor module” and attached to a “processor card', with 
processor 602 being referred to as the “processor core”. 
Furthermore, certain implementations of the present inven 
tion may not require nor include all of the above compo 
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12 
nents. For example, cache 604 or I/O ports 618 may not be 
included in system 600. Additionally, the peripheral devices 
shown coupled to standard I/O bus 608 may be coupled to 
high performance I/O bus 606; in addition, in some imple 
mentations only a single buS may exist with the components 
of hardware system 600 being coupled to the single bus. 
Furthermore, additional components may be included in 
System 600, Such as additional processors, mass Storage 
devices, memories, Video memories, display devices, key 
board devices, pointing devices, etc. 

In alternate embodiments of the present invention, hard 
ware system 600 is less complex than illustrated. By way of 
example, processor 602, System memory 614, and network/ 
communication interface 624 could be implemented in a 
microcontroller or an application specific integrated circuit 
(ASIC). 

In one embodiment, the method of FIG. 5 is implemented 
as a series of software routines run by hardware system 600 
of FIG. 6. These software routines comprise a plurality or 
Series of instructions to be executed by a processor in a 
hardware system, such as processor 602 of FIG. 6. Initially, 
the Series of instructions are Stored on a storage device, Such 
as a read only memory (not shown). It is to be appreciated 
that the Series of instructions can be Stored on any conven 
tional Storage medium, Such as a hard disk, removable 
diskette, CD-ROM, magnetic tape, DVD, laser disk, etc. It 
is also to be appreciated that the Series of instructions need 
not be stored locally, and could be received from a remote 
Storage device, Such as a Server on a network, via network/ 
communication interface 616. 
The instructions are copied from the storage device (or 

remote Source) into memory 614 and then accessed and 
executed by processor 602. In one implementation, these 
Software routines are written in the C++ programming 
language. It is to be appreciated, however, that these routines 
may be implemented in any of a wide variety of program 
ming languages. 

In alternate embodiments, the present invention is imple 
mented in discrete hardware or firmware. For example, in 
one alternate embodiment, an application Specific integrated 
circuit (ASIC) is programmed with the above described 
functions of the present invention. 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a device on which 
one embodiment of the present invention is implemented. 
The device 700 is meant to represent a wide variety of 
machine-readable media in which the present invention can 
be implemented, including conventional Storage devices 
(Such as a floppy disk, random access memory, or Flash 
memory), as well as discrete hardware or firmware. 
The device 700 includes a DNS control portion 702, an 

acceSS management portion 704, an address identification 
portion 706, an address database portion 708, and an access 
management database portion 710. Address database portion 
708 includes the data for the IP address to host name 
mappings, whereas access management database portion 
710 includes the data for the requestor and corresponding 
acceSS information. 

In embodiments where the present invention is imple 
mented in Software or firmware, DNS control portion 702 
includes the instructions, to be executed by a processor, for 
carrying out the DNS control functions of logic 305 of FIG. 
3. Similarly, access management portion 704 includes the 
instructions, to be executed by a processor, for carrying out 
the access management functions of logic 310 of FIG. 3, 
while address identification portion 706 includes the 
instructions, to be executed by a processor, for carrying out 
the address identification functions of logic 320 of FIG. 3. 
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In embodiments where the present invention is imple 
mented in hardware, DNS control portion 702 includes the 
logic for carrying out the DNS control functions of logic 305 
of FIG. 3. Similarly, access management portion 704 
includes the logic for carrying out the access management 
functions of logic 310 of FIG.3, while address identification 
portion 706 includes the logic for carrying out the address 
identification functions of logic 320 of FIG. 3. 

Thus, the present invention advantageously prevents a 
particular requestor from obtaining the address of restricted 
host Systems. Communication over networks, Such as the 
Internet, depends upon being able to identify Systems based 
on their addresses, Such as their IP addresses. Therefore, 
preventing the user from obtaining the addresses of particu 
lar host System(s) effectively prevents the user from access 
ing those particular host System(s). Additionally, the access 
management System advantageously provides increased 
Security by being located other than at the client Systems. 
Furthermore, the present invention advantageously provides 
a “name error” message to the client System requesting the 
address. Such name errors typically result in a “site not 
found” or Similar error message being displayed to the user. 
Thus, the user is not aware that the access management 
features of the present invention have prevented him or her 
from accessing the host System. Rather, the user is simply 
informed that a host System corresponding to the entered 
identifier, Such as an URL, could not be located. 

In the discussions above, the present invention is 
described as accessing the Internet using host names and IP 
addresses. It is to be appreciated, however, that the present 
invention can be used with any of a wide range of networks 
and is not limited to use with the Internet. Similarly, the 
present invention can be used with any of a wide range of 
identification Schemes and is not limited to use with host 
names and IP addresses. The present invention can also be 
used with other networks and other identification Schemes 
which provide a similar domain name System in which 
identifiers and corresponding addresses are used to identify 
particular client or host Systems in the network. 

In the discussions above, reference is made to particular 
components or apparatus being coupled together. AS used 
herein, coupled is meant to include both a direct connection 
as well as an indirect connection. By way of example, 
additional apparatus and media can be situated between two 
components which are coupled together. 

Also in the discussions above, the present invention is 
described as being implemented in a DNS proxy coupled 
between a network and an Internet. In alternate embodi 
ments the present invention can be implemented in any one 
or more DNS name servers coupled to the Internet. 

In the discussions above, the Internet browser is discussed 
as initiating a DNS query. However, in alternate embodi 
ments any of a wide range of applications can initiate a DNS 
query. By way of example, the administrative tool discussed 
above which provides an administrative user with access to 
table 410 of FIG. 4 may also have the ability to initiate DNS 
queries, thereby enabling an administrative user to obtain IP 
addresses for host Systems entered by the administrative 
USC. 

Thus, a method and apparatus for providing network 
access control using a domain name System has been 
described. Whereas many alterations and modifications of 
the present invention will be comprehended by a perSon 
skilled in the art after having read the foregoing description, 
it is to be understood that the particular embodiments shown 
and described by way of illustration are in no way intended 
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14 
to be considered limiting. References to details of particular 
embodiments are not intended to limit the Scope of the 
claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method to manage access to external hosts by a 

gateway within a first network comprising: 
receiving from a Source within the first network, a request 

for an address which corresponds to a host having a 
host name; 

checking whether the Source is allowed to access the host 
corresponding to the host name; and 

if the Source is not allowed to access the host correspond 
ing to the host name, then the gateway concealing Such 
lack of privilege from the Source by providing an 
indication to the Source that the address which corre 
sponds to the host name cannot be located. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
if the Source is allowed to access the host corresponding 

to the host name, then providing the address to the 
SOCC. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the receiving com 
prises receiving a request for an internet protocol (IP) 
address outside the first network which corresponds to the 
host name. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the receiving com 
priseS receiving a request for the address which corresponds 
to a host name embedded in a uniform resource locator 
(URL). 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the source comprises 
a user of the Source and the checking comprises uniquely 
identifying the user of the Source. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the checking comprises 
uniquely identifying the Source from a plurality of potential 
SOUCCS. 

7. An apparatus within a first network to manage access 
to external hosts comprising: 

a control logic to receive, from a Source within the first 
network, a request for a host address outside the first 
network which corresponds to a host having a host 
name, 

an acceSS management logic, coupled to the control logic, 
to check whether the Source is allowed to access the 
host corresponding to the host name; and 

wherein the control logic is to provide an indication to the 
Source that the address which corresponds to the host 
name cannot be located if the Source is not entitled to 
access the host corresponding to the host name. 

8. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein the control logic is 
further to provide the address to the source if the source is 
allowed to access the host corresponding to the host name. 

9. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein the apparatus com 
prises a domain name server (DNS) within the first network. 

10. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein the address com 
prises an internet protocol (IP) address outside the first 
network. 

11. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein the host name is 
embedded in a uniform resource locator (URL). 

12. The apparatus of claim 7, further comprising: 
an acceSS management database which Stores a plurality 

of Source indicators and corresponding acceSS informa 
tion. 

13. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the acceSS infor 
mation comprises a plurality of host names which are 
inaccessible by the Source. 

14. A machine-readable medium having Stored thereon a 
plurality of instructions for managing access to external 
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hosts by a gateway within a first network, which when 
executed by a processor, causes the processor to perform 
operations comprising: 

receiving from a Source within the first network a request 
for a host address outside the first network which 
corresponds to a host having a host name; 

checking whether the Source is allowed to access the host 
corresponding to the host name; and 

if the Source is not allowed to access the host correspond 
ing to the host name, then concealing Such lack of 
privilege from the Source by providing an indication to 
the Source that the address which corresponds to the 
host name cannot be located. 

15. The machine-readable medium of claim 14, wherein 
the plurality of instructions further provide the host address 
to the Source, if the Source is allowed to access the host. 

16. The machine-readable medium of claim 14, wherein 
the Source comprises a user of the Source and wherein the 
checking comprises a plurality of instructions for imple 
menting a function for uniquely identifying the user of the 
SOCC. 

17. The machine-readable medium of claim 14, wherein 
the checking comprises a plurality of instructions for imple 
menting a function for uniquely identifying the Source from 
a plurality of potential Sources. 

18. An apparatus within a first network to manage acceSS 
to external hosts comprising: 
means for receiving from a Source within the first network 

a request for an address outside the first network which 
corresponds to a host having a host name; 

means for checking, coupled to the means for receiving, 
whether the Source is allowed to acceSS the host cor 
responding to the host name, and 

means for providing, coupled to the means for checking, 
an indication to the Source of the request that the 
address which corresponds to the host name cannot be 
located if the Source is not allowed to access the host 
corresponding to the host name. 

19. The apparatus of claim 18, further comprising: 
means for providing the address to the Source if the Source 

is allowed to access the host corresponding to the host 
C. 

20. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein the source com 
prises a user of the Source, and the means for checking 
comprises means for uniquely identifying the user of the 
SOCC. 

21. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein the means for 
checking comprises means for uniquely identifying the 
Source from a plurality of potential Sources. 
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22. A method to manage access to external hosts by a 

gateway within a first network comprising: 
receiving from a Source within the first network, a request 

for a host address which corresponds to a host having 
a host name; 

checking whether the Source is allowed to access a host 
corresponding to the host address, and 

if the Source is not allowed to access the host correspond 
ing to the host address, then the gateway concealing 
Such lack of privilege from the Source by providing an 
indication to the Source that the host address corre 
sponding to the host name cannot be located. 

23. The method of claim 22, further comprising: 
if the Source is entitled to access the host corresponding 

to the host address, then providing the address to the 
SOCC. 

24. A machine-readable medium having Stored thereon a 
plurality of instructions for managing access to external 
hosts by a gateway within a first network, which when 
executed by a processor, causes the processor to perform 
operations comprising: 

receiving from a Source within the first network, a request 
for a host address outside the first network which 
corresponds to a host having a host name; 

checking whether the Source is allowed to access the host 
corresponding to the host address, and 

if the Source is not allowed to access the host correspond 
ing to the host address, then concealing Such lack of 
privilege from the Source by providing an indication to 
the Source that the host address corresponding to the 
host name cannot be located. 

25. An apparatus within a first network to manage access 
to external hosts comprising: 
means for receiving from a Source within the first network 

a request for a host address outside the first network 
which corresponds to a host having a host name; 

means for checking, coupled to the means for receiving, 
whether the Source is allowed to access the host cor 
responding to the host address, and 

means for providing, coupled to the means for checking, 
an indication to the Source of the request that the host 
address which corresponds to the host name cannot be 
located if the Source is not allowed to access the host 
corresponding to the host address. 


